Jodie Kidd Collaborates with Debrett's

Originally founded as the experts on the aristocracy, Debrett's is the trusted source on British style, etiquette and social skills. It is no surprise then that Debrett's have joined forces with model Jodie Kidd on a new ultra-luxurious leather travel accessories range. The collection of leather travel wallets come in Plantation Pink, Hibiscus Orange and Lotus Blue.

FELSTED'S ROYAL APPOINTMENT

Felsted School, Essex, enjoyed the crowning moment of its 450th year celebrations as Her Majesty the Queen visited the School — following in the footsteps of Her Majesty The Queen Mother who visited for the 400th anniversary. Upon arrival at the Lord Riche Hall the royal couple were greeted by the national anthem, played by Felsted's Corps of Drums. There was a private lunch, prepared by Felsted's nervous but excited catering department, followed by an assembly where the Queen unveiled two plaques to commemorate the anniversary, and also the rebuilding of Follyfield boarding house.

Right, the Queen following in the footsteps of the Queen Mother

YOUR WISH IS OUR COMMAND

Does your child crave a bespoke bedroom with a Star Wars theme, their very own garage or a handbuilt treehouse? The Master Wishmakers are here to answer their dreams. Founded on the basis of a simple mantra: to handcraft a client’s imagination. They create luxury, themed creations and everything is designed and handmade in the UK by a team of traditionally skilled craftsmen and artists. masterwishmakers.com